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This book is a good companion to get you quickly acquainted with everything you need to increase your productivity with
the ArcGIS Desktop. It would be helpful to have a bit of familiarity with basic GIS concepts. If you have no previous
experience with ArcGIS, this book will still be helpful for you because it will help you catch up to the acquainted users
from a practical point of view.
A guide to understanding and using amateur-radio, weather, and tv-broadcast satellites.
Societies develop as a result of the interactions of individuals as they compete and cooperate with one another in the evolutionary
struggle to survive and reproduce successfully. Gorilla society is arranged according to these different and sometimes conflicting
evolutionary goals of the sexes. In seeking to understand why gorilla society exists as it does, Alexander H. Harcourt and Kelly J.
Stewart bring together extensive data on wild gorillas, collected over decades by numerous researchers working in diverse
habitats across Africa, to illustrate how the social system of gorillas has evolved and endured. Gorilla Society introduces recent
theories explaining primate societies, describes gorilla life history, ecology, and social systems, and explores both sexes’
evolutionary strategies of survival and reproduction. With a focus on the future, Harcourt and Stewart conclude with suggestions
for future research and conservation. An exemplary work of socioecology from two of the world’s best known gorilla biologists,
Gorilla Society will be a landmark study on a par with the work of George Schaller—a synthesis of existing research on these
remarkable animals and the societies in which they live.
Explore the robust features of Python to create real-world ArcGIS applications through exciting, hands-on projects About This
Book Get to grips with the big world of Python add-ins and wxPython in GUI development to implement their features in your
application Integrate advanced Python libraries, ArcPy mapping, and data access module techniques to develop a mapping
application Construct a top-notch intermediate-to-advanced project by accessing ArcGIS Server and ArcGIS Online resources
through the ArcGIS REST API using a project-based approach Who This Book Is For If you have prior experience building simple
apps with ArcGIS and now have a fancy for developing a more challenging and complex desktop application in ArcGIS, then this
book is ideal for you. What You Will Learn Automate the creation of creative output data visualizations including maps, charts, and
graphs Explore ways to use the ArcPy Mapping module and Data-driven Pages to automate the creation of map books in your
own project Develop applications that use the Plotly platform and library to create stunning charts and graphs that can be
integrated into ArcGIS Desktop Build tools that access REST services and download data to a local geodatabase Design, build,
and integrate advanced GUIs with wxPython and ArcGIS Desktop in ArcGIS Get clued up about constructing applications that
export data to Google Earth Pro to automate time-consuming complex processes Maximize the access of ArcGIS Server and
ArcGIS Online using the ArcGIS REST API with Python In Detail This book is an immersive guide to take your ArcGIS Desktop
application development skills to the next level It starts off by providing detailed description and examples of how to create ArcGIS
Desktop Python toolboxes that will serve as containers for many of the applications that you will build. We provide several practical
projects that involve building a local area/community map and extracting wildfire data. You will then learn how to build tools that
can access data from ArcGIS Server using the ArcGIS REST API. Furthermore, we deal with the integration of additional open
source Python libraries into your applications, which will help you chart and graph advanced GUI development; read and write
JSON, CSV, and XML format data sources; write outputs to Google Earth Pro, and more. Along the way, you will be introduced to
advanced ArcPy Mapping and ArcPy Data Access module techniques and use data-driven Pages to automate the creation of map
books. Finally, you will learn advanced techniques to work with video and social media feeds. By the end of the book, you will have
your own desktop application without having spent too much time learning sophisticated theory. Style and approach This is an
easy-to-follow, project-based guide that guides you through the whole ArcGIS theme with practical, real-world examples and a
systematic approach.
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A guide to the Semantic Web, which will transform the Web into a structured network of resources organized by meaning
and relationships.
The dramatic human story of an epic scientific quest and of one man's forty-year obsession to find a solution to the
thorniest scientific dilemma of the day--"the longitude problem." Anyone alive in the eighteenth century would have
known that "the longitude problem" was the thorniest scientific dilemma of the day-and had been for centuries. Lacking
the ability to measure their longitude, sailors throughout the great ages of exploration had been literally lost at sea as
soon as they lost sight of land. Thousands of lives and the increasing fortunes of nations hung on a resolution. One man,
John Harrison, in complete opposition to the scientific community, dared to imagine a mechanical solution-a clock that
would keep precise time at sea, something no clock had ever been able to do on land. Longitude is the dramatic human
story of an epic scientific quest and of Harrison's forty-year obsession with building his perfect timekeeper, known today
as the chronometer. Full of heroism and chicanery, it is also a fascinating brief history of astronomy, navigation, and
clockmaking, and opens a new window on our world.
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